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Hengata

Seasonal
Menu .
big tunes . art
.
chat . natural
wine . craft
beer

Verb/ Hengata/Finnish
intransitive, slang/ ‘To hang out’//

We’ve curated a space where food is at the
fore but recognises the importance of a shared
experience, and an environment within which
to feel energised, inspired,
and at ease//
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About our
Interior
Hengata operates from a leafy
suburb of Birmingham in a stunning
Grade 2 listed Victorian building,
featuring high vaulted ceilings and
other period features such as original
parquet flooring, and wainscotting.
The space evolved in 2021, undergoing
a major renovation. Working with the
local council the designer preserved
as much of the original building as
possible whilst adding newness with a
‘lightness of touch’, being mindful of
140 years of history.
The style draws on a wide range of
influences with its roots in Scandinavian design. Warm walnuts, statement
lighting and handmade tiles are
mainstays, whilst artwork, curiosities,
and retail lifestyle products rotate on
a seasonal basis.
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The dining space has been carefully
split into two distinct areas; a bistro
setting with tables positioned in closer
proximity, and a banquet setting including round tables for a more shared
experience, both areas benefit from
a vantage point to the open kitchen.
Our outside space is located within
the courtyard of the old school building, and operational during Spring &
Summer months.
Importantly the table set-up and
configurations are flexible, meaning
Hengata is able to accomodate groups
of all sizes for almost all occasions.

The space has hosted 200 plus corporate events for clients ranging from
the largest international organisations
(such as JLR, Deloitte, HSBC, Mondalez,
Costa, Pizza Express, Mueller) to local
SMEs.
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Food
& Drink
Locality is central to our food offer,
we know our suppliers by name, and
they are as passionate about their
produce as we are about creating
beautiful food.
As you might expect our menu’s
change seasonally, with ingredients
hand selected from local producers
when they are at their best.
Our cooking methods rely on artisan
techniques, including curing, pickling
& fermentation, and our Head Chef
draws on his Sri Lankan heritage
to balance spice and add depth of
flavour.

From brunch through to evening
dinner, we offer cocktails prepared by
expert hands, whilst wines are selected with both flavour and provenance
at the forefront of our minds, from
bio-diverse UK origin, to new world.
Of course we cater for those persons
with specific dietary requirements,
since 90% of what we create is inhouse, and made from scratch, we
are able to tweak dishes to suit the
individual or group to ensure ‘there is
something for everyone’.

Classic dishes are reinvented or given
an unexpected flavourful twist, whilst
presentation is precise, clean, and
showcases both technical skill and
simplicity.
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nibbles

dinner

brunch

The
Team
The team is made up of a

talented bunch who showcase their passion for food &
hospitality on a daily basis.
Hengata is more than a
Restaurant; we’re storytellers, hosts & service providers.
“We’re in the business of making guests happy.”
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Cook
& Dine
Work with our talented chefs and then sample the
fruits of your labour!
Dishes are prepared under the guidance of our kitchen team, with all
delegates having the opportunity to
prepare and cook food. As an option,
classes can be run as a competition to
inject excitement, focus and fun into
the event.

When the meal is prepared delegates
dine in the restaurant.

Classes are pitched such that delegates
of mixed culinary ability, from the gifted amateur chef to the kitchen novice,
can participate, learn and enjoy.
Our chefs vary their approach based
on the abilities and engagement of the
group so that a first-class meal is produced.
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Private
Hire
An outstanding setting for celebratory events, from exhibitions & product launches to tai-

lored brunch & dinner menu’s for large receptions. Private hire with exclusive use of the space
is always a possibility.
Perhaps your event calls for 3 sit-down courses with wine pairings, canapes for a meet-andgreet, or perhaps a boozy brunch to celebrate a milestone birthday? We’re open and flexible
as to the possibilities, and will work with you to create and deliver a memorable experience.

Food & Drink
Cocktails
Licensed bar
In-house Barista
Bio Diverse Wines
Professional (Open) Kitchen
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Features
Scandi inspired & designer interiors
Award-winning in-house catering
Exceptional Catering
Natural Daylight
Period features
Iconic Venue
Wifi

Welcomes
Pop-Ups
Birthdays
Team Building
Weddings
Art Exhibitions
Ticketed events
Corporate Away Days
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Merchandise
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We stock a curated assortment of
lifestyle goods available to buy from
the venue. Expect everything from
beautiful Japanese ceramics & tableware, to vegan & hand poured soy
candles. Many items in the range
make for great gifts, giveaways, and
prizes
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0121 716 9647
106 High St, Harborne, Birmingham, B17 9Nj
Info@Hengata.com
www.Hengata.com
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